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the assault on privacy by arthur r. miller - depaul university - now in 1971 arthur miller warns that a
"dossier society" nurtured by computers threatens to destroy the es- sence of that personal privacy that is
fundamental to democracy. 2 volume 90|issue 4 article 2 july 2002 conceptualizing privacy - mented
the great difficulty in reaching a satisfying conception of privacy.' arthur miller has declared that privacy is
"difficult to define because it is exasperatingly vague and evanescent."2 according to julie inness, the legal
and philosophical discourse of privacy is in a state of "chaos."3 alan do they have a file - jfk.hood sfchronicie 4 oct [?] 70 do they have a file arthur r. miller isofessor of law at the university of michigan. his
book "the assault on privacy — computers, data ... the invention of the right to privacy - protections for
the right to privacy as arthur r. miller had to admit that privacy law is "a thing of threads and patches" in his
seminal work, the assault on privacy 169 (1971). heinonline -- 21 ariz. l. rev. 1 1979 privacy: its role in
federal government informa tion policy - privacy” was distinguished from other behavioral aspects of
privacy (such as physical intrusion and surveillance) and granted its own sepa- rate distinction as an issue of
public policy. the right to privacy in internet commerce: a call for new ... - privacy every time they go
online). see generally arthur miller, the assault on privacy 23 (1971) ("[it] is essential to expose the ways
computer technology is magnifying the threat to informational privacy - a threat that we have faced in some
form ever since man began to take notes about himself and his neighbors."). privacy and power: computer
databases and metaphors for ... - july 2001] privacy and power 1395 present a privacy problem, but what
exactly is the nature of that problem? although the problem of databases is understood as one of concern over
privacy, beyond this, the problem is often not well defined. how much weight should our vague apprehensions
be given, especially considering the breach of employee confidentiality: moving toward a common ... violate employee privacy and (2) employers should face legal liability for such violations. admittedly, these are
normative assumptions in that their acceptance or rejection carries certain judgments about ... arthur r. miller,
the assault on privacy 25 (1971). 18 . breach of employee confidentiality. date 10/31/14 to federal trade
commission center for ... - we believe that some traditional privacy-enhancing tools are still valuable in
pursuing transparency. while few consumers are likely to read even improved privacy policies, they play an
important role in public accountability for data processing activities. in theory, these policies make actionable
information available to regulators and cle6010906 class action - jonesday - prof. arthur r. miller bruce
bromley professor of law harvard law school arthur r. miller is the bruce bromley professor of law at harvard
law school, where he has taught since 1971. he earned his undergradu-ate degree from the university of
rochester and his law degree from harvard law school. before joining the harvard faculty, he practiced patron
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unknown seq: 1 6-jun-12 10:59 patron data privacy and security in the casino industry: a case for a u.s. data
privacy statute chandeni k. gill* introduction an excited man by the name of joe eagerly awaits his plane’s
arrival to re-examining motions to compel psychological evaluations ... - psychological evaluations of
sexual assault victims oriana mazzat introduction rape and sexual assault cases have caused controversy in
the courts for some time.' in the words of seventeenth century british jurist sir matthew hale, "[i]t must be
remembered, that [rape] is an accusation easily to be made and hard to be proved,
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